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Spurty <spurty.d@gmail.com> Sat, Feb 11, 2012 at 8:45 PM
To: Maanoj Rakhit <maanojrakhit@live.in>

namaste sir!
today i had d great privilage of attendin an addressing  by two of the scientists who have worked in the Chandrayaan project',
- dr.T.G.K murty and dr.ayyadure(if m not mistaken wd d spelling), at the rama krishna math, hyderabad.
i had d chance of meeting dem in person.. 
i had a question to ask to them.. i asked them that when 1000s of years ago aryabhatta had found out d distance bw earth
and moon to utter accuracy, sitting on earth, if the yogis of ancient india were able to penetratethe universe through their
bilities, then y are the modern indian scientists spending so much money in physically sending so many project to the outer
space? i apriciate the technological advancement we have achieved in the past few years through such endeavours, but is any
one trying to look bak at the more technological , effective and vast knowledge of the methods existant in our past ?
 
i was not really satisfied by the answers they gave me.. dr.t.g.k murty, a great devote of vivekananda, ofcourse tried to
answer my quesion nsightfull by sayin that we need more intution..that with intution, a man can learn any no of things on his
own  and realise that every thing is within us..that was the kind of as=nwer he gave me more or less.. 
but is any one really interested in exploring th past?...this is d q that still lingers in my mind..yes what he said was right, but
there is a significance to the need of unweiling our knowledge to the current generation..i expected that these people of all will
understand the concern as they are the true indian scientists working for our motherland, from the most prestegious field,
astrology.. 

Maanoj Rakhit <maanojrakhit@live.in> Sun, Feb 12, 2012 at 2:09 AM
To: Spurty <spurty.d@gmail.com>

Dear Spurty:

Please find my answer here http://yashodharman.in/2012-01-25-html/a-students-concern-over-indian-scientists-apathy-
towards.html OR http://hindooraashtr.com/2012-01-25-html/a-students-concern-over-indian-scientists-apathy-towards.html OR
http://maanojrakhit.com/2012-01-25-html/a-students-concern-over-indian-scientists-apathy-towards.html

If you want your name to be removed from there I can do that immediately; just let me know

Maanoj Rakhit

On Sat, Feb 11, 2012 at 8:45 PM, Spurty <spurty.d@gmail.com> wrote:
namaste sir!
today i had d great privilage of attendin an addressing  by two of the scientists who have worked in the Chandrayaan
project', - dr.T.G.K murty and dr.ayyadure (if m not mistaken wd d spelling), at the rama krishna math, hyderabad.
i had d chance of meeting dem in person.. 
i had a question to ask to them.. i asked them that when 1000s of years ago aryabhatta had found out d distance bw earth
and moon to utter accuracy, sitting on earth, if the yogis of ancient india were able to penetratethe universe through their
bilities, then y are the modern indian scientists spending so much money in physically sending so many project to the outer
space? i apriciate the technological advancement we have achieved in the past few years through such endeavours, but is
any one trying to look bak at the more technological , effective and vast knowledge of the methods existant in our past ?
 
i was not really satisfied by the answers they gave me.. dr.t.g.k murty, a great devote of vivekananda, ofcourse tried to
answer my quesion nsightfull by sayin that we need more intution..that with intution, a man can learn any no of things on his
own  and realise that every thing is within us..that was the kind of as=nwer he gave me more or less.. 
but is any one really interested in exploring th past?...this is d q that still lingers in my mind..yes what he said was right, but
there is a significance to the need of unweiling our knowledge to the current generation..i expected that these people of all
will understand the concern as they are the true indian scientists working for our motherland, from the most prestegious
field, astrology.. 
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